“We consistently deliver high quality.

You can count on us.”
Win-Big through Big Data

Big Data is all around us everywhere you see

Winning is in your DNA. The timely and proactive insights that you get
from Big Data lets you think and act smarter, make faster and better
decisions, and stay ahead of the curve in terms of delivering new value
to your customers and to your enterprise.
Smarter
l Smarter decision making comes from the ability to combine newer data

sources to existing analytics and predictive models in operational systems
and data warehouses.
l Newer Insights emerge from synthesis of multi structured data from

sensors, web, system, social media web sites, etc. that are difficult to
process using traditional and analytical processing technologies.

Faster
l Faster decisions are supported because big data solutions support rapid

analysis of massive amount of varied data.
l Analysis of this scale has been difficult till date because they are either time

consuming or too costly.
l Traditionally, enterprises had to gather or sample required data before it

can be analyzed, which adds to the latency and diminishes the value of the
results.

Time to value
l Faster time to value is possible because now enterprises can plug data

which is outside their enterprise data warehouse.
l Enterprises can integrate large volumes of data generated by other

sources like machine to machine communication, man to machine
communication, to enterprise data warehouse for analysis, which can
provide new dimensions to their findings, which earlier was not possible
due restricted sources of data.

Big Data brings value to many Business Functions
Sales
Customer Analytics
Operational Analytics
Fraud and Compliance

Improve Operational
and Financial
Efficiency

Marketing, Sales and
Customer Analytics

New Product and Services
Innovation

Product
Development

Enterprise Data Warehouse
Optimization

ISO/IEC 27001:2013

Best approach to benefiting from Big Data Analytics
The best approach is the one that minimizes the risks associated with
adopting new technologies and maximizes the business value
delivered.

· Identify

a few key business initiatives where big data (large
volumes, wide varieties, and/or high velocity of data) and new
technology innovations (Hadoop, MPP databases, in-database
analytics, in-memory computing etc.) can deliver compelling
competitive advantage. Consider adding unstructured data to
customer acquisition, maturation, and retention processes or using
machine or sensor generated data to optimize network operations,
reduce fraud, and improve predictive maintenance.

· Conduct workshops to help business users to see the “realm of
possibilities” with respect to how these new sources of data and
innovative technologies can yield valuable and actionable insights
in support of their key business initiatives. This helps businesses
think outside the box to identify revenue generating and cost saving
opportunities.

· Deploy an innovations lab to prove the business case for Big Data to

You can count on IonIdea... Big-Time...
Big Data does not have to be a Big-Challenge for you!
Let us help you quickly and cost-effectively implement Big
Data technologies to solve critical business problems and
benefit from new business opportunities.
Partner with us in the Conceptualization, Planning,
Designing, Implementation and Commercialization phases of
Big Data, or utilize our capabilities as and when you need to
deliver value to you anywhere along your Big Data journey.
Big Data does not have to be a Big-Expense for you. Do more
with less by

· Getting on-demand access to our Big Data SubjectMatter-Experts, Data Scientists and Architects.

· Using our Big Data infrastructure as a Service that we
have already set up with our teaming partners.

· Leveraging

the cost-effective Big Data Analytics
centers that we have set up in the US and overseas.

power key business initiatives. This helps in-house teams develop
the best practices and technical skills with respect to the new
technologies. Data science is a key component and it is important
that this skill is developed in-house.

Get big returns from Big Data use cases
Health Care

· Operationalize the lab work and use analytics to ensure the end

· Identifying location based “high utilizers” from Claims Data
· Treat Disease - predict the likelihood that certain disease management

goal is met.

programs will succeed
· Intelligent from and Rules Atop EHR - real-time queries, analytics and

reports at the point of care
· Omni-channel Customer Service - analysing call center speech-to-text

data

IonIdea can help you with your Big Data projects

Banking and Finance

· By

· Fraud Detection & Security - use machine learning to identify patterns

asking insightful questions and being your sounding
boards, IonIdea’s SMEs will help you identify the business
opportunities and pain points in your business that can be
potentially addressed with Big Data technologies. Very often,
it is easier to first identify cost savings opportunities and then
graduate to revenue generating opportunities.

to distinguish fraudulent activity from normal
· Sales & Marketing - customer segmentation and data analyses
· Risk Management - risk reporting & measure performance vs risk

tolrence
· Customer Sentiment Analysis - multi channel data analysis

Telecom
· Network analytics - Capacity Management, Maintenance, Performance

Management, Traffic Shaping - correlate customer satisfaction with
network congestion, correlate network congestion with specific events
· Call Center - provide CSPs with actionable insights to specific issues,
reducing truck rolls; improve call deflection to IVR/online self service

· Working

collaboratively with your Enterprise Architects,
IonIdea’s Big Data Architects will help you map your enterprise
data source landscape, both internal sources as well as
relevant sources on the Internet that can deliver valuable
insights to you.

Big Data technologies that IonIdea excels in

· IonIdea’s SMEs and Data Scientists will facilitate and conduct
workshops with your business users to brain-storm and select
the business use cases of value to them for Big Data analytics
implementation.

· IonIdea’s pool of architects, technologists and data scientists
will work with, train and mentor your team in your innovations
lab to establish the best practices and imbibe the technical
skills to prove the business cases operationalize Big Data.

· IonIdea’s global Big Data talent can also provide production
support services.
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